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Abstract: Alternative splicing (AS) is a method of increasing the number of proteins that 
the genome is capable of coding for, by altering the pre-mRNA during its maturation. This 
process provides the ability of a broad range of proteins to arise from a single gene. AS 
events are known to occur in up to 94% of human genes. Cumulative data have shown that 
aberrant AS functionality is a major factor in human diseases. This review focuses on the 
contribution made by aberrant AS functionality in the development and progression of 
esophageal cancer. The changes in the pattern of expression of alternately spliced isoforms 
in esophageal cancer can be used as diagnostic or prognostic biomarkers. Additionally, these 
can be used as targets for the development of new treatments for esophageal cancer. 
Keywords: esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, splice variants, cell 
surface receptors, therapeutic targets, biomarkers

Introduction
Esophageal carcinoma is the ninth most prevalent disease reported in 2017, with 
about 16,940 newly diagnosed cases and an estimated 15,690 fatalities, making it 
the sixth leading cause of cancer death worldwide.1,2 The most frequent forms of 
esophageal cancer can be classified into two major histological subtypes. The most 
widespread in North and Western Europe, North America and Oceania is esopha-
geal adenocarcinoma. In South and Central Asia, including China, the most wide-
spread form is esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC).3,4 With numerous 
advancements in screening and multidisciplinary therapy, the average survival rate 
for 5 years for esophageal cancer varies between 40 and 59%.5 This high incidence 
rate and low level of accurate prediction combined with difficulties in diagnosis 
make markers for cancer of the esophagus a prime area for innovative scientific 
research. These biomarkers would assist in the early diagnosis and determine the 
correct treatment for each specific patient.6,7

Alternative splicing (AS) is one of the most important post-transcriptional 
regulatory pathways8 and plays an essential role to increase protein complexity.9 

AS is found to occur in up to 94% of human genes.10 A particular pre-RNA is 
spliced to give rise to distinct isoforms that are found to have unique expression 
patterns in multiple tissues and stages of development.11 Dysregulation of AS may 
therefore affect important biological processes and, consequently, disease-related 
pathophysiology.12 Common splicing disorders have become more and more appar-
ent and therefore could represent appealing molecular markers of tumorigenesis.13 

Invasion and metastasis, apoptosis, hypoxia, alterations in metabolism, 
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angiogenesis, and the escape from immunity take place in 
a number of oncogenic processes.14,15 Moreover, changes 
in the expression of several critical splice factors can lead 
to many changes in the AS of target genes. These target 
genes act to give cancer cells advantages in growth or 
survival.16 Aberrant AS can therefore be regarded as 
another feature of cancer, and research into systemic AS 
could provide possible biomarkers for malignancies.17

Alternate Splicing in Esophageal 
Cancer
The Mixture of Isoforms (MISO) online tool uses prob-
ability frameworks to quantify the expression level of 
alternatively spliced genes. In order to perform this func-
tion, the tool requires RNA sequence data to assign 
a probability score that specific reads arose from differ-
ently spliced isoforms of the same mRNA species.18 

A recent study that aimed to quantify and track changes 
in alternative splicing that arise during the development 
and progression of esophageal cancer, made use of the 
MISO model. By analyzing the alternative splicing events 
in healthy esophageal tissue from patients and comparing 
that to alternative splicing events in esophageal cancer 
tissue, identified 45,439 splicing events in normal esopha-
geal tissue. When comparing this to esophageal cancer 
samples, changes in the splicing pattern of 13.25% of 
these alternately spliced genes were detected.19 The 
authors then performed a similar analysis on an esophageal 
cancer cell line, comparing it to a normal esophageal cell 
line, 32,891 splicing events were identified. Of these spli-
cing events, 2.8% showed changes in their splicing 
profile.19 Another study examining the difference between 
esophageal cancer tissue and normal esophageal tissue 
from 79 patients identified 2326 AS events in 1738 
genes and the alternate splicing in 1360 genes were deter-
mined to be significantly associated with overall survival 
of esophageal cancer patients.20

Most of the oncogenic splicing events in ESCC seem 
to be related to the increased expression of isoforms 
related to increased proliferation, altered cell junction, 
and increased cell migration.20 These multiple splicing 
events that are a characteristic of the transition of normal 
esophageal tissue to esophageal cancer and the subsequent 
progression and growth of the tumor, have led to many of 
these splice variants being proposed as viable biomarkers 
for the diagnosis and prognosis of esophageal cancer. The 
names of the genes and details of the splicing events are 

given in Table 1. Examples of some of these splice var-
iants will be discussed in the following sections.

Alternate Splicing of Cell Surface 
Receptors in Esophageal Cancer
CD44
CD44 is the dominant cell surface receptor for 
hyaluronan.37 This receptor can be alternatively spliced 
to give rise to 19 isoforms. Most of these isoforms arise 
due to alternate splicing of the extracellular region with up 
to 16 exons making up this region.38 CD44 variants play 
a part in the development and progression of 
malignancies.39 (Figure 1). In particular, different isoforms 
of CD44 are found to be expressed at higher levels at 
different stages of various cancers. For example, variants 
that retain exon 6 were shown to be expressed at higher 
levels in tumors with increased growth and metastatic 
abilities.40–42 Increased expression of isoforms retaining 
exon 9 is associated with increased risk of tumor develop-
ment and metastatic processes in epidermal tissue.22 Cd44 
variants with exons 9 and 6 are present in typical squa-
mous epithelium and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 
(ESCC).22 At the same time, almost all patients evaluated 
recorded elevated levels of EGFR expression in esopha-
geal carcinomas.22

Various studies have been performed on the function of 
CD44v6 (variants containing exon 6) in human malignan-
cies, which suggest an essential role of these isoforms in 
the spread of cancers.40–42 Furthermore, the expression of 
CD44v6 was reduced significantly in irradiated ESCC.22 

Decreased expression of CD44v6 and EGFR may inhibit 
the growth of tumors and reduce the metastatic risk in 
esophageal cancer patients.22 Previous studies showed 
that exon 9 containing Cd44 variants were constitutively 
expressed in normal esophageal mucosal cells.22 

Expression of EGFR and CD44v9 isoforms is predicted 
to be reduced in irradiated esophageal carcinomas. The 
expression of the EGFR and CD44v6 and v9 molecules 
might be useful biomarkers for predicting the metastatic 
potential of upper esophageal tract carcinomas as well as 
serving as prognostic markers.22

MAGE-A10
Initially, MAGE-A10 (Melanoma Antigen Gene -A10) was 
detected by a cytotoxic T lymphocyte reactive assay against 
autologous melanoma cells.43 Indeed, on chromosome 
Xq28 there are 12 closely related genes in the Mage-a 
subfamily.44 Members of the MAGE protein family play 
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Table 1 Splice Variants Which May Be Used as Biomarkers and Therapeutic Targets in Esophageal Cancer

Gene Function Splicing Events Cancer Splicing Events in 
Esophageal Cancer

Ref

CALD1 Cell movement. Levels of long transcript are 

lower in cancer while levels of 

short form are higher

CRC Alternative 5ʹ splice site event 

downregulating expression of 

long form.

[19]

CD44 Hyaluronon cell surface 

receptor

CD44v6 (include exon 6. Gastric 

cancer

[21,22]

Cyclin D1 Promotes proliferation Exon 4 exclusion/Cyclin D1b Various Cyclin D1b levels increased [36]

FIR Pre-mRNA splicing, 

apoptosis, and 
transcription regulation

Expression of isoforms lacking 

exon 2 is increased

Various FIRΔexon2 assists proliferation [35]

GFG GFG RNA inhibits the 
expression of FGF-2 and 

inhibits proliferation

Splice variant b is upregulated ESCC Splice variant b is upregulated [31]

GHRHR Receptor for growth 

hormone

Splice variant 1 (SV1) ESCC Splice variant 1 (SV1) [34]

KIAA1217 Development Intron retention intron 

retention in these genes are 

repressed by SF3B4

NSCLC RI event for KIAA1217 [19,29]

LCN2, NGAL Inhibits proteolytic 

enzymes

Multiple splicing isoforms ESCC Expression of NGAL-2 and 

NGAL-3 increased in ESCC

[24]

LOXL2 Lysyl 

oxidase-like 2

Remodels ECM and 

promotes metastasis

LOXL2Δ72, which lacks 72 

promotes greater cell migration 
and invasion

Various LOXL2 Δ72 and Δ13 in ESCC [28]

MAGE-A10 Development Additional exons 3A and 3B ESCC Additional exons 3A and 3B [23]

MUC1 Cell adhesion properties At least 17 isoforms. ESCC MUC1/C, D, and Z are 

expressed at higher levels as 
ESCC develops and progresses

[30,82]

PHF6 Transcriptional regulation Intron retention in these genes 
is repressed by SF3B4

ESCC Splice variants overexpressed in 
ESCC

[19,33]

SF3B4 Splicing factor Overexpression results in mis- 
splicing of tumor suppressor- 

genes.

HCC Up-regulated in ESCC May play 
a role in the lymphatic 

progression

[19,25,26]

SRSF5 Splicing factor Controls the splicing of many 

isoforms on this list

Various Intron retention in these genes 

are repressed by SF3B4

[19,32]

TCF4 WNT signaling Exon 4 inclusion, Exon 13–16 

exclusion or inclusion

Various 11 if 16 isoforms have been 

isolated from ESCC

[8]

TPM1 Binding actin filaments Exon 6 of TPM1 has two types, 

TPM1-6A and TPM1-6B

Bladder 

cancer and 

prostate 
cancer

MXE event in TPM1s [19]

VCL F-actin-binding 
cytoskeletal protein

Inclusion of exon 19 CRC Increased isoform expression [19,27]
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Figure 1 Splice isoforms of CD44. CD44 is alternately spliced to give rise to 19 isoforms. Variants that retain exon 6 are expressed at higher levels in multiple cancers. 
Additionally, isoforms that also retain exon 9 in addition to retaining exon 6 are found to be expressed at higher levels in squamous epithelial cells. These include isoforms 1, 
3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16 and 17. Those variants containing exon 6 play a role in cancer metastasis and a decrease in the expression of these isoforms inhibits cancer growth. This 
exon codes for the beginning of the proteins stem structure. A region that is predicted to be modified by glycosylation and is the beginning of the region used to make 
antibodies against CD44. Only the severely truncated isoform. Isoform 2 lacks the LINK domain. This domain binds to hyaluronic acid and is important in blood cell 
migration and apoptosis.
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an important role in the development of germ cells and 
homologous proteins are present in mice. These genes are 
expressed in the mouse embryos and are called SMAGE.45 

Changes in the expression of MAGE-A1, MAGE-A2, 
MAGE-A3, MAGE-A4, MAGE-A6, MAGE-A10 and 
MAGE-A12 have been shown to change in primary tumors 
and cancer cell lines.46 A highly attractive target of immu-
notherapy is the tumor-specific expression of some MAGE 
proteins in cytotoxic lymphocytes (CTL).47–49 MAGE-A3 
peptides were induced in clinical trials in 28–55% of meta-
static melanoma patients with an immune response and 
tumor regression,50,51 and MAGE-A10 peptide trials have 
already been conducted.47 This increased expression of 
MAGE-A1, MAGEA2b, MAGE-A3, MAGE-A4, MAGE- 
A6, MAGE-A9, MAGEA10, and MAGE-A12 was demon-
strated in esophageal adenocarcinoma through the use of 
oligonucleotide microarrays.23 A similar protein whose 
expression changes in tumors is Necdin which is a 325- 
amino acid protein homolog of MAGE. It shares 30% 
sequence homology with MAGE. It functions by binding 
the trans-activated domain of p53 and can inhibit apoptosis 
under some circumstances.52 The MAGE-A10 gene was 
originally thought to consist of only four exons.23 

However, alternate splice variants with additional exons 
3A and 3B were identified using RT-PCR with primers 

crossing exons 1 through 4, amplifying fragments of 260- 
and 330-bp23 (Figure 2).

The sequences in these alternative segments differ 
from the canonical sequence in the intron section between 
exons 2 and 3 and results in a number of different 
expressed sequence tags (ESTs). Searching the EST data-
base with BLAST, using these sequences from MAGE-A2 
and MAGE-A6, yielded alternative splice variants that 
also involve alternative exon variants in the untranslated 
5ʹ area. Variant 3, containing exon 3B, shares 83% homol-
ogy with other MAGE-A2 variants. All MAGE-A10 alter-
nate splice variants seem to play a role in stabilizing 
mRNA.53

Lipocalin Receptor Neutrophil-Associated Gelatinase 
(NGAL)
Lipocalins are a varied family of proteins with low overall 
levels of sequence homology which nonetheless share the 
same tertiary structural elements. These include the cup- 
shaped inner ligand binding area with a hydrogen-bonded 
β-barrel.54,55 This enables lipocalins to combine with 
a wide number of small, primarily hydrophobic molecules, 
and to form covalent and non-covalent complexes with 
other soluble macromolecules.56 One of the members of 
the Lipocalin family is Lipocalin-2 (LCN2), which is also 

Figure 2 Isoforms of MAGE-A10. The alternately spliced isoforms of the (A) MAGE-A10 mRNA. (B) The canonical sequence consists of four exons; the additional variants 
consist of additional exon 3 variants being included in addition to the original exon 3. (C) Variant 2 contains exon 3A, (D) variant 3 contains exon 3B and (E) variant 4 
contains exons 3A, 3B and 3C. The insertion of these extra exons disrupts the folding of the initial N terminal MAGE domain. These domains regulate many developmental 
processes as well as stress response and the lack of this initial domain may decrease the functionality of these isoforms.
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known as Neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin 
(NGAL).57 NGAL is expressed in most tissues, aside 
from neutrophils, and its expression is induced in epithe-
lial cells by inflammation.58,59 NGAL participates in many 
cellular processes. It interacts with proteolytic enzymes, 
such as Matrix metallopeptidase 9 (MMP-9), inhibiting the 
function of these proteins, preventing them from breaking 
down the extracellular matrix (ECM).60,61 NGAL is also 
capable of binding iron-binding molecules and are thereby 
capable of acting as a strong bacteriostatic agent through 
iron sequestration. It may also be associated with the 
adaptive immune system and the response to acute 
infection.62,63 NGAL has also been identified as 
a survival factor, by preventing apoptosis induced by 
acute ischemic renal injury.64,65 During the production of 
primary renal tubular epithelial cells, NGAL may also be 
important for the delivery of iron to cells.66,67

Previous studies revealed that NGAL is alternately 
spliced to give rise to multiple isoforms, the expression 
levels of which vary in different tissues. Additionally, the 
levels of various NGAL isoforms expressed in carcinoma 
cells depend on the tissue of origin24. Ngal-2 mRNA was 
present in precancerous esophageal cells.68 However, it 
was not the only Ngal isoform present in these cancer 
cells. A new Ngal isoform, called Ngal-3, was also found 
to be expressed in esophageal cancer cells. This isoform 
codes for a 207-amino acid protein, which is similar to 
NGAL-2, which has a distinct 32-amino-acid C terminus 
with a 175 amino acid sequence at the N-terminal (Figure 
3(I)).24 RT-PCR was used to establish that the levels of the 
Ngal-3 RNA transcript, were found to be high in cancer 
cells. High levels of this isoform are also found in the 
normal tissue surrounding tumor cells.24. The expression 
of NGAL-3 is up-regulated in 70% of esophageal carci-
noma cases compared to normal nearby epithelium, while 
NGAL- 2/1 was up-regulated in just 55% of cases. This 
finding indicates that these novel NGAL isoforms may 
play an important role in esophageal carcinoma.24

Structural predictions show that the protein generated 
by the Ngal-3 isoform consists of four predicted trans-
membrane domains and an extracellular N-terminal with 
two potentially N-related glycosylation sites that are 
essential for the secretion and folding of the protein. This 
indicates that the new isoform is also localized to the 
membrane and most likely has a similar activity to other 
NGAL isoforms.24 The mouse homolog of this isoform, 
24p3 was shown to be secreted from the cell through 
endosome recycling mechanisms.24 This implies that 

NGAL isoforms may have an endocytosis-like mechan-
ism. Further studies indicate that NGAL and NGAL-3 can 
form complexes in mammalian cells.24 NGAL and NGAL- 
2 have also been found to co-localize, indicating that it 
may interfere with NGAL interactions.24

Growth-Hormone-Releasing Hormone Receptor 
(GHRHR)
Growth-hormone-releasing hormone receptor (GHRHR) is a 
G protein coupled receptor whose expression is increased in 
most cancers. It acts as a receptor for growth hormone. This 
receptor is alternately spliced to give rise to multiple variants. 
The Splice variant 1 (SV1) is over-expressed in esophageal 
squamous cell carcinoma (Figure 3(II)).69 Treatment of these 
cancers has been successful using GHRHR antagonists since 
certain forms of tumors have a high pGHRH-R content that 
reacts to antagonists of GHRH and GHRH-R.70–72 It has 
been established that these antagonists act on the SV-1 splice 
variant to inhibit cancer growth and development.69 The 
expression of this splice variant is also increased in response 
to hypoxia. The response to hypoxia is able to increase the 
chances of developing ESCC. The hypoxia-induced increase 
in GHRHR SV1 expression may help to contribute to the 
development of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 
(ESCC).

The SV-1 variant lacks most of the first three exons 
which are substituted by a retained fragment of intron 3 
compared to GHRH-R, the remainder of which is the same 
as the pGHRH-R. The SV1 protein product is differed 
from the full-length receptor at the N-terminal extracellu-
lar domain which could serve as the proposed signal 
peptide34.

FGF Antisense Gene
Human fibroblast growth factor (fgf) has been mapped to 
chromosome 4q26, an area that is regularly affected during 
the development and progression of esophageal 
cancer.73,74 This gene is bi-directionally transcribed coding 
for FGF-2 (fibroblast growth factors-2) on the sense strand 
and FGF-AS/GFG (antisense RNA transcript), henceforth 
referred to as GFG, on the antisense strand.

FGF-2 plays a role in developmental, anti-apoptotic 
and survival activities.75 Overexpression of FGF-2 is asso-
ciated with tumor recurrence and reduced survival after 
surgical resection of esophageal cancer, and these risks are 
reduced in tumors co-expressing the FGF antisense 
gfgRNANA. Gfg RNA participates in the control of the 
expression of FGF-2 and inhibiting the proliferation of 
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FGF-2 expressing cells.76–79 Evidence from studies in rats 
indicate that gfg RNA inhibited FGF-2 expression.78

Gfg is also alternately spliced to give rise to at least six 
transcripts (Figure 3(III)). Four of these (a-d) encode iso-
forms of new proteins that contain the GFG nudix motif. 
The Nudix Box motif is found in enzymes that catabolize 
oxidized nucleotides and other possibly toxic 
compounds.31,80 The 35 and 25 kDa proteins are coded 
for by the two longest ORFs (GFGa and GFGb).80 Only 
GFGc and -d vary in their 3′ untranslated regions and are 

expected to encode GFG proteins of approximately 18.2 
kDa. All four transcripts interact with the FGF-2 transcript 
and play a part in FGF-2 control.31 Three of these alter-
natively spliced GFG transcripts encoding GFG/NUDT6 
isoforms with distinct N termini were detected in various 
human tissues including esophageal adenocarcinoma. 
These isoforms were also found to have different subcel-
lular localizations. hGFGa is localized to mitochondria by 
an N-terminal targeting sequence (NTS), whereas hGFGb 
and hGFGc were localized in the cytoplasm and nucleus. 

Figure 3 Alternate splicing of receptors involved in esophageal cancer. (I) Alternatively, spliced isoforms of Neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin. Ngal mRNA (A) is 
alternately spliced to give rise to multiple isoforms. Two that are of interest in ESCC are NGALR-2 (B) and NGALR-3 (C). Ngalr-3 codes for a 207-amino acid protein, while 
Ngalr2 has a distinct 32-amino-acid C terminus with a 175 amino acid sequence at the N-terminal. (II) Alternate splicing of Growth-hormone-releasing hormone receptor 
(Ghrhr) mRNA is alternately spliced to give rise to multiple variants. In comparison to the (B) canonical protein (C) The Splice variant 1 (SV1) is over-expressed in 
esophageal squamous cell carcinoma. This variant lacks most of the first three exons apart from a retained fragment of intron 3. (III) Alternate splicing of the Antisense 
Fibroblast Growth Factor GFG. (A) Gfg mRNA, the antisense FGF, is alternately spliced to give rise to at least six transcripts. (B) The consensus sequence and three other 
transcripts interact with the FGF-2 transcript and play a part in FGF-2 control. The predominant FGF-AS mRNA expressed in esophageal tumors was (C) isoform 2.
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The predominant GFG mRNA expressed in esophageal 
tumors was splice variant b. GFG immunoreactivity was 
detected in the cytoplasm of all esophageal adenocarcino-
mas and in 88% of tumor cell nuclei. It has been noted that 
increased expression of GFG b is associated with 
a decrease in the growth of esophageal adenocarcinoma 
cells, along with a decrease in cell growth.31

Muc1 Splice Variants
The Mucin-1 receptor is a soluble cytokine receptor that 
regulates a broad variety of physiological and pathological 
disorders.81 MUC1 or polymorphic epithelial mucin (PEM) 
is considered to be a molecular marker for potential med-
icinal applications and and increased expressioncan result in 
the progression of ESCC. Ye et al found that MUC1 helps 
build a 13-metalloproteinase matrix protein, enhancing 
ECM breakdown and helps propagate ESCC.82 MUC1 var-
iations have been identified in connection with regional 
metastases of lymph nodes and in relation to bad overall 
prognosis.30 Usually, MUC1 is present in most epithelial 
tissues, but is strongly expressed across a range of malig-
nancies. Mucin1 is alternately spliced to give rise to at least 
17 isoforms. Three of these, MUC1/C, D, and Z are 
expressed at higher levels as ESCC develops and pro-
gresses. At the same time, the canonical variant MUC1 
b has an anti-cancer effect.30

Transcription Factors
FIR (PUF60)
In several tumors, far upstream binding protein 1 (FUBP1), 
the c-myc gene transcription activator, is activated.83 FBP 
interacting repressor (FIR) is a multifunctional protein 
involved in transcriptional repression of the c-myc-gene.84 

The protein is also known as Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor 
(PUF60). The fi/puf60r mRNA is alternately spliced to give 
rise to 6 isoforms. The expression of isoforms lacking exon 2 
is found to be expressed at higher levels in various 
cancers84,85. The correct splicing of fir relies on the splicing 
factor SAP155.85,86 The inhibition of the association of this 
splicing factor and fir results in an abnormality in splicing of 
fir that affects the regulation of c-myc leading to proliferation 
and cell death.87 On the other hand, in hematopoietic tumors, 
F-box protein and WD repeat domain 7 is also mutated 
(FBW7).88 FBW7 is a member of the ubiquitin ligase com-
plex of the Skp1-Cull-F-box, which induces degradation via 
the proteasome of various growth-related proteins such as 
Notch1, C-Myc and C-Jun and E.86,89,90

The AS of Firs is strongly associated with the inhibi-
tion of the binding pocket of FBW7. This was found to be 
a critical factor for ESCC proliferation and is closely 
correlated with the AS expression of FIRs.35 The impor-
tance of FIRΔexon2 was identified at the mRNA and 
protein levels in the ESCC tissues (Figure 4).

Human Transcription Factor 4 TCF4
The accumulation of β-catenin in the cytoplasm and 
nucleus is a common occurrence in ESCC cells.91,92 

Normally, the levels of β-catenin within the cytoplasm is 
very low, being controlled through the degradation of β- 
catenin through phosphorylation and the activity of degra-
dation complexes.8 TCF factors (T-cell factors), which 
include lymphoid enhancer-binding factor (LEF1), TCF1, 
TCF3 and TCF4, transfer signals using Wnt/β-catenin to 
induce expression of downstream target genes in the cano-
nical Wnt/β-catenin pathway.8 Glycogen synthase Kinase 
3 β, casein kinase I and axin may also lead to the activa-
tion of the β-catenin/TCF pathway within ESCC through 
over-expression of lymphoma T-cell-1 or End binding 
Protein 1.10,93 The activation of the β-catenin/TCF path-
way in conjunction with crosstalk between this pathway 
and the upregulation of the STAT3 pathway induces the 
development and promotes the progression of ESCC.94. 
The Wnt/β-catenin signal pathway regulates a range of 
biological processes. The post-transcriptional modification 
of mRNAs is one of its key effects in a given cell.8 Many 
of its target genes are regulated through these modifica-
tions. These downstream targets include numerous tran-
scription coactivators, such as TCF/LEF, cAMP/E1A 
binding protein p300 and Pygopus 2.95

Tcf 4 mRNA transcripts are alternatively spliced, and 
the expression of these isoforms varies in different forms 
of cancer. These include colorectal, brain and renal 
cancers.96–98 Alternate splicing of this gene has also been 
observed to take place in type 2 diabetes99–101 and in other 
animal models such as mice and zebrafish.102,103 Sixteen 
isoforms have been identified, but only 11 have been 
isolated from ESCC.8

These isoforms differ most widely in three regions. 
These include the exclusion or inclusion of exon 4, 
which encodes for a 23 amino acid region.8 The second 
is the exclusion of exon 13 due to a 3ʹ-end splice donor.104 

It includes the N-terminal component of TCF4, and the 
binding domain for β-catenin. Isoforms lacking exon 13 
are a key factor for negative Wnt signaling. The final 
region is that encoded by exons 13–16, resulting in 
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a highly divergent C-terminal and is found in the TCF4L, 
TCFM and TCF4S isoforms8 (Figure 5). Transcripts lack-
ing exon 16 have been reported to be prevalent in brain 
tumors,105 while exon 14A and 14B are mutually exclu-
sive and both are 73bp.8

The N-terminal portion of TCF4 consists of the β-catenin 
binding domain. In the absence of the HMG-box, TCF4N 
prevents the activation of promoters due to its inability to 
bind DNA8 Expression of TCF4N in esophageal cancer has 
been found to be less regulated than in neighboring tissues. 
Since the Wnt/ß-catenin pathway is triggered in esophageal 
cancer. Downregulation of TCF4N can result in 
tumorigenesis.8 These isoforms can be classified into three 
different groups based on their domain composition, 
TCF4E, TCF4M and TCF4S,102 The E-type transcripts con-
tain the entire C-clamp and the two CtBP-binding motifs. 
The S type transcripts have the partial C-clamp, while the 
M-types completely lacks any C-clamps.8 Depending on the 
relationship with other proteins, the TCF4 protein will serve 
as either transcription activators or repressors.8 

Transcriptional activation is partly mediated by β-catenin, 
which interacts with TCF4 directly through its N-terminal 
domain.106

Other Genes Alternately Spliced in 
Esophageal Cancer
Cyclin D1b
Cyclin D1 interacts with Cyclin Dependent Kinase (CDK) to 
stimulate the progression of the cell cycle, allowing cells to 
enter the S phase. It has been found to be overexpressed in 
a number of cancers including cancer of the esophagus, 

breast, and pancreas.107–112 Its function is negatively regu-
lated through its nuclear export. Human cyclin D1 undergoes 
alternating splicing that creates a specific D1 transcript, 
Cyclin D1b (Figure 6).109 The resulting protein lacks the 
necessary COOH-terminus sequence that regulates the export 
of nuclear cyclin D1.36 Cyclin D1b mRNA aligned with G/A 
polymorphism at the exon 4/intron 4 boundary at codon 
870.36,109,110,113 The splice-donor, splice-acceptor chain will 
change this polymorphism and thus affect the frequency of 
intron excision. Cyclin D1 normally acts to decrease prolif-
eration, while Cyclin D1b appears to act against Cyclin D1. 
Cyclin d1b mRNA is normally found at low levels in 
a number of cell types.36 Cancer cells with increased expres-
sion of Cyclin D1b are subject to aberrant proliferation.36

Cyclin D1b is able to impede its own nuclear export as 
the lack of the C terminus sequence prevents its associa-
tion with and consequent GSK-3-and CRM1-dependent 
nuclear export.114 This allows Cyclin D1b to remain active 
in the nucleus leading to continued cell growth and cellu-
lar transformation. Additionally, constitutive nuclear 
cyclin D1b/CDK4 complexes can stimulate transformation 
by disrupting the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation state 
of retinoblastoma protein (RB) standard.36

hTERT
Telomerase is a ribonucleoprotein enzyme which prevents 
the loss of telomere DNA ends during DNA replication by 
adding TTAGG to telomeric ends. This results in delayed cell 
replicative senescence. The reactivation of telomerase plays 
a significant role in carcinogenic cell immortalization.115 

Mammalian telomerase is a holoenzyme composed of three 
primary units. Studies suggest that the expression of hTERT 

Figure 4 Alternate splicing of Poly(U)-binding-splicing factor (PUF60). The puf60 mRNA is alternately spliced to give rise to 6 isoforms. Isoforms lacking exon 2 are found to 
be expressed at higher levels in cancer.
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mRNA is the key determinant of telomerase activity in 
certain cancers.116–118 The transcription of human telomerase 
is initiated by upstream signaling molecules such as C-Myc, 
estrogen and progesterone.119–121 Repressors of transcription 
include Wilms tumor 1 suppressor,122 mitotic arrest deficient 
(MAD) and P53.123–125 Research has demonstrated the cor-
relation between the increased level of htert mRNA and 
telomerase in Wilms tumor,126 urothelial cancer,127 skin 
tumors,128 primary central nervous system malignant 
lymphoma,129 hepatocellular carcinoma,117,130 colon 
carcinoma,118 cervical cancer,127 and ovarian tumors.131,132

Telomerase levels were observed to be 46-fold higher in 
esophageal adenocarcinoma compared to regular mucosa.115 

Telomerase expression was slightly higher in esophageal ade-
nocarcinoma than in Barrett’s esophagus.115 In general, telo-
merase expression was reactivated after the Barrett esophagus 
stage, but there is overlap between the Barrett esophagus stage 
and the progression to esophageal adenocarcinoma in terms of 
telomerase function.115 It has been established that telomerase 
activity was 3 times lower in the Barrett's esophagus in contrast 
to normal mucosa.133 Quantitative RT-PCR showed that htert 
mRNA levels rise to those observed in esophageal adenocar-
cinoma in a stepwise fashion that mirrors the progression of 
cancer stage.115,134 The inhibition of telomerase through ribo-
nucleases activity inhibits the development and progression of 
esophageal and gastric adenocarcinomas.115,135

Figure 5 Alternately spliced isoforms of Transcription Factor 4. (A) Tcf4 mRNA is alternately spliced to give rise to multiple variants. The expression of 16 isoforms of 
TCF4 varies in different forms of cancer. Only11 isoforms (B–L) have been isolated from ESCC. These isoforms differ most widely in the inclusion of exon 4 (A–C, F, H, 
I and K), the exclusion of exon 13 (B–D, J and K) and the region encoded by exons 14~16.
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The alternate splicing of htert has been observed in 
a number of cell lines and tissues.115 Two splice variants 
possess changes in the region coding for the reverse tran-
scriptase domain. The α-deletion variant has a deletion at 
the 5ʹ end of exon 6115 (Figure 7). The mRNA of human 
telomerase contains seven conserved reverse transcriptase 
motifs that are known as 1, 2, 3, A, B, C, D and E. The β 
variant lacks 182 bp due to an exclusion of exon 7 or 8, 
and this isoform only contains the B, C and D reverse 
transcriptase motifs.115 One of the splice variants codes for 
a non-functional protein that results in the lack of the any 
telomerase activity. Or inhibits the activity of any func-
tional active telomerase.115 The overexpression of this 
variant in immortal cell lines telomerases and tumor cell 
lines in telomerases inhibits the production of endogenous 
telomerases.136,137

However, various studies have shown that the levels of 
htert mRNA in esophageal adenocarcinoma and Barrett’s 
esophagus do not dictate the level of telomerase 
activity.115 It is not clear if htert mRNA splicing plays 
a role in telomerase regulation.115 Key regulatory mechan-
isms for the production of telomerase are likely to be post- 
translational and may involve phosphorylation of hTP1 or 
hTERT.138,139

Catenin Beta 1 Splice Variants and Downstream 
Targets
Catenin beta 1 (CTNNB1) is associated with cell signaling 
where it plays a role as a component of the adherens 
junction, through signaling via the Adenomatous 
Polyposis coli (APC) and through the Wnt tumor 

suppressor pathway. β-catenin carries out its effects by 
binding epithelial cadherins, the APC tumor suppressor, 
TCF, AXIN, GSK3b and a-catenin.140.

Many of the functions of CTNNB1 may involve med-
iating cell development and the associated processes such 
as embryogenesis, injury healing and tumor metastases. 
CTNNB1 interacts with TCF and stimulates target tran-
scription. These targets include myc and wap1.141,142 

B-catenin degradation requires an APC-Gsk3b serine/ 
threonine kinase complex consisting of multiple proteins. 
In cancer cells this degradation can be prevented through 
mutations and splice variants of ctnnb1. These include 
mutations that typically involve Exon 3 of the ctnnb1 
gene.143

Additionally, different isoforms of CTNNB1 have been 
isolated that differ, based on the inclusion or absence of 
a 159bp region, in exon 16. The expression of these two 
isoforms is distinctly different between normal esophagus 
epithelia, squamous dysplasia and invasive ESCC.140 

These isoforms are named CTNNB1 (16A), which retains 
this region while CYNNB1 (16B) lacks this region. Both 
of these splice variants are present in normal and cancer-
ous esophageal epithelial cells. However, the ratio of these 
isoforms was found to change in esophageal cancer cells. 
The level of 16A was shown to decrease while that of 16B 
increases as a tumor develops and progresses. The ratio of 
Myc proto-oncogene protein (MYC)/and the cyclin- 
dependent kinase (WAF1) increases, with increased 
expression of the MYC proto-oncogene.140,144

Figure 6 Alternate Splicing of Cyclin D1. Human cyclin D1 undergoes alternating splicing that creates a specific D1 transcript, cyclin d1b (B), the resulting protein lacks the 
motif that regulates the export of nuclear cyclin D1 encoded by exons 10 and 11. This region is found in the canonical isoform (A) as well as Cyclin D1c (C). Cyclin D1 (A, 
C and D) normally act to decrease proliferation, while cyclin D1b appears to act against Cyclin D1.
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Lysyl Oxidase, LOXL2
The LOX family of proteins has a retained C terminal and 
a more variable amino terminal.145 The C end contains the 
cofactor and copper-binding motif essential for protein 
conformation and catalytic action. The N-terminus of 
LOXL2, LOXL3, and LOXL4 consists of four cysteine 
receptor domains which mediate protein-protein and cell 
signal interactions.145 LOXL2 mainly reshapes the micro- 
environment of the tumor, enhancing proliferation, pene-
tration, vasculogenesis and metastasis of cancers.146–148 

Studies indicate that LOXL2 is expressed at higher levels 
in various types of cancer cells including breast, pancrea-
tic, colorectal, pulmonary and gastric cancer cells.149 

These cancer cells had lower LOX activity. LOXL2 is 
also closely associated to the site of lymph node metastasis 
in ESCC.150 Two splice variants for LOXL2 were identi-
fied, LOXL2 Δ72 and Δ13 in ESCC. LOXL2 Δ72 has a 72 
bp deletion resulting in a loss of 24 amino acids.151

LncRNA-uc002yug.2 and RUNX1
LncRNAs (Long noncoding RNAs) are implicated in var-
ious human diseases.152 The modified expressions of many 
lncRNAs have been observed in many different human 
tumors.153–156 For protein–chromatin interactions, 
lncRNAs may provide modular scaffolds for the assembly 
of molecular complexes.157 Moreover, several long-term 
antisense intergenic non-coding RNAs, silence genes.158 

The association between altered transcription of lncRNAs 
and poor ESCC prognosis was assessed in cancer patients 
in China. This indicates that long-non-coding RNAs have 
a key regulatory role in cancer biology.152 One of the 
lncRNAs that have been identified as playing an important 
role in cancer is lncRNA-uc002yug.2. This lncRNA is 
typically overexpressed in ESCC. LncRNA-uc002yug.2 
expression levels in ESCC can be a predictor of patient 

survival .152 One of the targets of this lncRNA is the Runt- 
related transcription factor 1 (RUNX1).

RUNX1 is a transcription factor that plays a role in 
hematopoietic cell differentiation, the development of 
pain transmitting neurons and forms heterodimers with 
binding proteins to increase DNA binding and initiation 
of transcription.159 Several studies have demonstrated 
the significance of CEBP5-007 in stopping a variety of 
forms of cell proliferation and tumor suppression.152 

CEBPα has been shown to specifically interact with 
cyclin-dependent kinase 2/cyclin-dependent kinase 4 
and arrest proliferation of cells.160 RUNX1 plays 
a significant role in multiple cancers, including breast 
cancer161 and epithelial cancer.162 LncRNA-uc002yug.2 
is able to influence alternate splicing of Runx1, by 
changing the function of splicing factors. The splicing 
factor influenced by lncRNA-uc002yug.2 is SFRS1. This 
is an SR template protein involved in constituent 
expression of MBNL1, a member of the ES cell- 
specific AS family of muscle-like RNA binding 
proteins.163 LincRNAuc002yug.2 was shown to encou-
rage RUNX1 AS by modulation of the affinity between 
the AS and RUNX1 factors, to minimize RUNX1 
expression and to raise RUNX1a expression, resulting 
in fewer expression, and more help for tumor and cell 
proliferation.152 Three alternate splice variants for 
human RUNX1 have been identified, RUNX1a, 
RUNX1b and RUNX1c.Splicing of runx1 mRNA to 
form the short Runx1a isoform, which functions to 
inhibit RUNX 1b and RUNX1c. This leads to 
a decrease in the expression of CCAAT/enhancer- 
binding protein-α (CEBP).152 RUNX1 deletion have 
been observed in some esophageal tumors, suggesting 
that RUNX1 has the ability to suppress esophageal 
cancer.164–166

Figure 7 Alternate splicing of Telomerase. The alternate splicing of htert mRNA gives rise to the canonical variant (A) and at least two additional splice variants possessing 
changes in the region coding for the reverse transcriptase domain. The α-deletion variant (B) has a deletion at the 5ʹ end of exon 6 The β variant (C) lacks 182 bp due to an 
exclusion of exon 7 or 8, and this isoform only contains the B, C and D reverse transcriptase motifs and codes for a non-functional protein that results in the lack of any 
telomerase activity.
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Targeting Alternative Splicing for 
the Development of Therapeutic 
Targets and Biomarkers
Pathologically altered AS can promote the development 
and progression of multiple diseases including cancer. 
These aberrant changes in alternative splicing can promote 
cancer and therefore, may serve as therapeutic targets. 
Despite esophageal cancer itself not being currently tar-
geted by methods that influence alternate splicing, the 
process of alternate splicing can be easily targeted since 
it relies on multiple protein/protein, protein/RNA interac-
tions and post-translational modifications. Many small 
molecules have been isolated that can target splicing fac-
tors such as SF3B and other components of the U2 snRNP. 
This can prevent spliceosome assembly.167 Apart from 
inhibiting the core spliceosome, another target for inhibi-
tion is splicing regulatory proteins. These proteins promote 
oncogenesis when they are over-expressed168 or their 
function is altered.169 An example of this is the serine 
arginine splicing promoting proteins. These proteins 
require phosphorylation in order to perform their function. 
Inhibiting phosphorylation of these proteins can modulate 
splicing.170 A final means of altering splicing for thera-
peutic purposes is through the use of oligonucleotide- 
based therapies that target individual splicing events. 
These oligonucleotides are designed to have complemen-
tary sequences allowing them to hybridize to target mRNA 
and alter splicing.171

The specific splicing patterns present in individual 
types of cancer vary based on the stage of the cancer. 
Therefore, by developing assays based on detecting the 
types of splice variants present can be used to stratify 
patients based on the stage of the cancer and severity 
of the disease. This will allow for specific treatments, 
more accurate diagnosis and finally a better indication 
of the patient’s prognosis. A recent analysis of splicing 
alterations in esophageal carcinoma identified 2389 AS 
events that occurred in esophageal cancer and were 
related to patient outcomes.172 Another study charac-
terized the predictive power of different splicing events 
with esophageal cancer patient outcomes. It was found 
that 83% of alternative acceptor site splicing events 
could be associated with patient survival, 99% of alter-
native donor site events and 97% of alternative termi-
nator site events.173

Conclusion and Prospects
Esophageal cancer is an important health concern especially in 
poorer developing countries and regions and the most rapid 
and possibly easiest way to change gene expression is through 
changes to alternative splicing of mRNA. These isoforms can 
allow for the changes in the behavior of epidermal esophageal 
cells, leading them to become more prone to developing into 
esophageal cancer. Alternatively, some isoforms can act as 
anticancer variants that act to inhibit the development of eso-
phageal cancer. Therapeutically, alternative splicing can be 
targeted by promoting or inhibiting the formation of some of 
these splice variants. Any of those variants discussed in 
Alternate Splicing in Esophageal Cancer of this paper are 
already being suggested as potential targets for treatments 
that affect alternate splicing. For instance, the esophageal 
cancer promoting activities of the SV-1 splice variant of 
GHRHR, can potentially be blocked using the growth hor-
mone-releasing hormone receptor antagonist MIA-602.69 

Additionally, all of the alternately spliced genes discussed in 
this review can be targeted using antisense oligonucleotide to 
silence those variants that promote cancer. At the same time 
studies have indicated that changes in alternate splicing asso-
ciated with esophageal cancer, closely correlate with patient 
survival, suggesting the usefulness of alternate splicing profiles 
as prognostic biomarkers. Finally, the differences in the alter-
native splicing profiles between esophageal adenocarcinoma 
and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, indicate that alter-
nate splicing profiles can be used to diagnose patients rapidly 
and accurately, in summary the changes in alternate splicing 
that occur in esophageal carcinoma are promising targets for 
the identification of new therapeutic targets and the develop-
ment of new biomarker assays.

However, despite the promise of these splicing patterns 
serving as biomarkers and individual splice variants ser-
ving as therapeutic targets there are questions as to how 
accurately this can be achieved. Firstly, specifically target-
ing the alternate splicing in esophageal cancer with new 
therapeutic drugs may prove difficult. This is because 
many of the strategies, such as the inhibition of splicing 
factors, would interfere with splicing in normal tissues. 
However, other strategies such as antisense and splicing 
switch oligonucleotides do not have this problem as these 
can be used to target specific variants which can promote 
carcinogenesis. Secondly, the difference between the spli-
cing profiles between healthy and cancerous tissue is dif-
ferent enough that they can reliably be used as diagnostic 
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markers. However, this would require far more intensive 
research into the splicing profiles in order for these profiles 
to serve as an accurate diagnostic tool. Lastly the proven 
association between some splicing profiles and patient 
survival implies that these profiles can be used as 
a prognostic tool. Once again this would require further 
research to increase the accuracy of these diagnostic tests. 
These tests can be carried out using PCR arrays that target 
specific isoforms. An array of genes in these assays would 
allow for predictions to be made with confidence.
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